experts, the influence of poisoning trials in the public understanding of science, etc. It would be useful if future studies developed these questions as brilliantly as Katherine Watson has in this work, which will appeal not only to historians of medicine, technology and science but also to a general audience.

José Ramón Bertomeu Sánchez,
University of Valencia

Lydia Marinelli and Andreas Mayer,

Few books can claim the status of Sigmund Freud’s *The interpretation of dreams*. The record of a process of self-analysis, the book became the foundation for a new scientific methodology, therapeutic treatment, and cultural consciousness. In *Dreaming by the book*, Lydia Marinelli and Andreas Mayer examine Freud’s text as an open-ended, collective creation within the psychoanalytic community. As they explain, that communal effort became a highly contentious one. Their convincing perspective provides valuable and intriguing insights not only into the composition of *The interpretation of dreams* but also into the culture of Freud’s book.

The authors chart three phases in the reception and revision of *The interpretation of dreams*. In the first phase, the book became a tool of clinical and professional training, especially among Freud’s adherents at the Burghölzli clinic in Zurich. At the Burghölzli, Eugen Bleuler and Carl G Jung used the dream book to assist in training psychiatrists in association psychology and in teaching them to recognize their patients’ complexes. In the second edition, Freud accordingly drew attention to links between his own theories and the Burghölzli therapeutic approach. The book, however, never united Vienna and Zurich around a common clinical training or practice.

In the second phase of its history, the dream book became part of a strategy for Zurich and Vienna to cooperate in the field of applied psychoanalysis. In an illuminating discussion, Marinelli and Mayer examine how the study of dreams in both cities contributed to a collective exploration of symbolism, the results of which Freud incorporated into revised editions of the book. At the Burghölzli, Jung and his associates sought inner links between symbolic images and emotional complexes. In Vienna, Wilhelm Stekel attempted to create a popular dictionary of dream symbols. Freud’s close Viennese follower, Otto Rank found in myth and literature parallels to dream language and images, and included an excursus on his finds in the dream book’s fourth edition. The study of symbols became bitterly contested terrain in early twentieth-century scholarship. As Marinelli and Mayer show, the psychoanalysis of symbols proved equally conflicted, foreshadowing the ultimate departures of Jung, Stekel, and Rank.

During the 1920s, in its third phase, the book ceased being either a collective professional project or an organizational tool for the movement. Rather, through a growing number of translations, it appeared as the founding document of psychoanalysis and thus the necessary starting-point of its institutional history. During and immediately after the First World War, translators remained free to substitute their own dream material for Freud’s in order better to explicate dream theory. With the effort to produce standard German and English versions, however, the original printed edition re-emerged as the authoritative text and Freud re-claimed sole authorship.

The appendices to Marinelli and Mayer’s book include newly published letters from Bleuler to Freud, in which Bleuler describes his efforts to use the dream book as both a teaching tool and, less successfully, a guide to self-analysis. The supplements present two letters to Freud from his early Swiss supporter, Alphonse Maeder (one newly published, the other newly translated into English) in which Maeder responds to the concern, voiced to him by Freud, that members of the Zurich circle held anti-Semitic views.
Finally, Rank’s excursus on poets and dreams—removed from the dream book’s final editions—is republished as an appendix. Thus Marinelli and Mayer present in both their text and supplementary material the vexed personal, intellectual, and social problems that remained attached to the spread of dream theory.

Freud never kept the original manuscript of *The interpretation of dreams*, relying instead on the first printed edition. That fact, cited by the authors, reinforces Marinelli and Mayer’s approach to the dream book as a continual collective enterprise, and reminds us of the extent to which Freud himself saw dream interpretation as a never finished task.

**Louis Rose**, Otterbein College, Westerville, Ohio


This volume is based on a conference held in Berlin in 2001 and deals with nineteenth-century psychiatry in Austria, Germany and Switzerland. Both editors are experts in the field and give an outline of the book’s aims and objectives in a very well written and informative introduction. They explain many important aspects of the historiography of nineteenth-century psychiatry as a period of formation of the special discipline in German-speaking countries. The two main ideas of the introduction are, first, that the nineteenth century is a unique era in the history of this special discipline and, second, that the theory and practice had a specific impact on and consequences for twentieth-century psychiatry. Engstrom and Roelcke want the book’s contributions to be the basis for further investigations on these two topics.

What follows are eleven scientifically solid papers. Unfortunately, there is no division in sub-chapters, but the reader can easily sort out the main topics. There are contributions dealing mainly with psychiatric concepts (Michael Kutzer, Kai Sammet, Volker Roelcke), some focusing on the institutionalization of the discipline (Alexandra Chmielewski, David Lederer, Eric J Engstrom), on the public outreach, the patients and acceptance of psychiatry (Harry Oosterhuis, Ann Goldberg), on psychiatry and the law (Urs Germann), on psychiatry and the military (Martin Lengwiler) and, last but not least, on social psychiatry (Heinz-Peter Schmiedebach and Stefan Priebe). It is not surprising that all the papers concentrate on the professionalization of the discipline. Altogether they render a vivid impression of the main features of nineteenth-century psychiatry in the German-speaking countries, and the volume is, therefore, not only a good contribution to research on the topic, but also most useful for postgraduate and post-doctoral education. Four contributions are in English (Engstrom, Oosterhuis, Goldberg, Schmiedebach and Priebe), promoting an international discussion on the respective subjects. There is also a good index of persons enabling easy access to the important protagonists of the discipline who are discussed.

The weaknesses of the volume are some omissions. These concern the main outline of the book. In particular, the German setting of the controversy between the directors of rural asylums and professors of university psychiatry invites international comparison. Why only in Germany? Was there an impact on psychiatry in general? Although the book focuses on conditions in German-speaking countries, this topic should have been given at least a paragraph in the introduction. The second point is more serious. The book deals almost solely with nineteenth-century conditions, hardly touching on the reception of traditional psychiatry in the twentieth-century, and its impact on long-term developments is largely ignored, apart from a few meagre comments in some of the papers. In my view, it would have been worthwhile